We present an approach for Semantic Role Labeling (SRL) using Conditional Random Fields in a joint identification/classification step. The approach is based on shallow syntactic information (chunks) and a number of lexicalized features such as selectional preferences and automatically inferred similar words, extracted using lexical databases and distributional similarity metrics. We use semantic annotations from the Proposition Bank for training and evaluate the system using CoNLL-2005 test sets. The additional lexical information led to improvements of 15% (in-domain evaluation) and 12% (out-of-domain evaluation) on overall semantic role classification in terms of F-measure. The gains come mostly from a better recall, which suggests that the addition of richer lexical information can improve the coverage of existing SRL models even when very little syntactic knowledge is available.
Introduction
Identifying the relations that words or groups of words have with verbs in a sentence constitutes an important step for many applications in Natural Language Processing (NLP). This is addressed by the field of Semantic Role Labeling (SRL). SRL has been shown to contribute to many NLP applications, such as Information Extraction, Question Answering and Machine Translation.
Most of the SRL approaches operate via two consecutive steps: i) the identification of the arguments of a target predicate and ii) the classification of those arguments (Gildea and Jurafsky, 2002; . Alternatively, graph models can rely on the sequential nature of the shallow semantic parsing and perform both SRL steps simultaneously (Roth and tau Yih, 2005; Cohn and Blunsom, 2005) .
Features for SRL are usually extracted from chunks or constituent parse trees. While parse trees allow a set of very informative path-based, structural features, chunks can provide more reliable annotations. propose the use of base phrases as data representation using Support Vector Machines in order to perform a single argument classification step. Roth and tau Yih (2005) use the same sort of representation with Conditional Random Fields (CRF) as learning algorithm, motivated by the sequential nature of the task. Cohn and Blunsom (2005) use CRF to perform SRL in a single identification/classification step based on features from constituent trees. Pradhan et al. (2008) point out the lack of semantic features as the bottleneck in argument role classification, a task closely-related to that of word sense disambiguation. Shallow lexical features such as word forms and word lemmas are very sparse. Although named-entity categories have been proposed to alleviate this sparsity problem, they only apply to a fraction of the arguments' words.
In this paper we propose the addition of other forms of lexical knowledge in order to address this problem. The proposed SRL system tags data in a joint identification/classification step using CRF as the learning algorithm. The data is represented with syntactic base phrases such as in . Besides the shallow syntactic features, we add to the CRF model two new sources of lexicalized knowledge as an attempt to overcome data sparsity and the lack of richer syntactic information: i) selectional preferences and ii) automatically inferred similar words. Although our selection preferences are extracted from WordNet in this particular implementation, they could be extracted from other sources of structured information such as DBpedia 1 .
The paper is structured as follows: in Section 2 we give an overview of the related work; in Section 3 we describe the proposed system; in Section 4 we present the results of our experiments. Finally, in Section 5 we present our conclusions and some directions for future work.
Related Work
In most previous work, improvements in SRL come from new features used either in the argument identification or in the argument classification step. It is common to train different binary classifiers to perform each of the two steps separately (Gildea and Jurafsky, 2002; . In the first step chunks are identified as potential arguments of a given predicate. Xue and Palmer (2004) apply syntax-driven heuristics in order to prune unlikely candidates. In the second step, the selected arguments are individually labeled with semantic roles. use features such as the role of the preceding argument in order to create a dependency between the classification of different arguments. propose a single identification/classification step using SVM by labeling chunks within a window centered in the predicated from left to right. The authors propose to label base phrases instead of constituents in a full parse tree. They also change the data representation of the roles to IOB2 notation which is more adequate to shallow parsing. In the proposed representation, the features of base phrases include those that can be extracted from their head words as well as some chunk oriented features (e.g the distance of the chunk to the predicate). Cohn and Blunsom (2005) approach induces an undirected random field over a parse tree, which allows the joint identification and classification of all predicate arguments. In that direction, but relying on shallow parsing, Roth and tau Yih (2005) use CRF and Integer Linear Programming to group base phrases into labeled predicate arguments.
According to Pradhan et al. (2008) the identification step relies mostly on syntactic information, whereas the classification needs more semantic knowledge. Semantic knowledge is usually represented by lexicalized features such as wordforms, lemmas and named entities. Wordforms and lemmas make very sparse features; while more general features such as named-entities generalize just a fraction of all the nouns that verbs might take as arguments.
To improve argument classification, Zapirain et al. (2010) propose to merge selectional preferences into a state-of-the-art SRL system. They define selectional preference as a similarity score between the predicate, the argument role and the constituent head word. The similarity is computed using different strategies: i) Resnik's similarity measure (Resnik, 1997 ) based on WordNet (Miller et al., 1990) , and ii) different corpus-based distributional similarity metrics, considering both first and second order similarities. They report consistent gains on argument classification by combining models based on different similarity metrics.
In this work we propose to add lexical information in a different fashion. Instead of measuring the similarity between the argument head word and the predicate we: i) understand selectional preferences as categories, such as the usual named-entities, however covering any sort of noun; ii) provide additional evidence of lexical similarity by expanding the head of any base phrase to its 10-most similar concepts retrieved from a distributional thesaurus.
Method
According to SRL systems can be classified as: word-by-word (W-by-W) classifiers, constituent-by-constituent (C-by-C) classifiers and phrase-by-phrase (P-by-P) classifiers. For example, the approach used in (Cohn and Blunsom, 2005 ) is a C-by-C classifier.
We used the P-by-P approach, in which words are collapsed into base phrases and features of their head words are used. In order to do so, data was lemmatized and part-of-speech tagged using TreeTagger, 2 and shallow parsed (without prepositional attachment) using the OpenNLP toolkit. 3 The chunks were labeled using semantic roles in the IOB2 notation, their tokens were collapsed into base phrases and punctuation was discarded. In order to identify the head of a chunk we used a simple right-most heuristic constrained by the token's POS tag.
Richer lexicalized features were extracted for head word of the base phrase: i) named-entities, ii) selectional preferences, and iii) similar words. Once the features were extracted, a CRF model was trained using CRF++ 4 .
Selectional Preferences
We treated selectional preferences (SP) as categories that can be assigned to any noun. In order to extract those selectional preferences we follow two steps. First, we tag nouns with word senses using WordNet::SenseRelate::AllWords 5 . Instead of tagging the original input sentences, we remove punctuation and keep only the head of each chunk. As named-entities are not part of WordNet's lexicon, we replace them by their categories in order to aid the WSD step. In addition, simple rules are applied to group pronouns under the same NE categories in a normalization step.
Second, we extract from WordNet the hypernym tree related to the sense of each head noun. A word is assigned a selectional preference if its is subsumed by one of the concepts listed in Figure  1 . It is worth noticing that a noun may be assigned multiple selectional preferences. Figure 1 and mapped them into the WordNet lexicon. We chose general hypernyms in order to avoid fine-grained sense distinctions, so that the method would be less sensitive to sense-tagging errors. Figure 2 exemplifies the process of assigning selectional preferences to the noun head words of a sentence. We start with the collapsed chunks and their head words; normalization is performed and then selectional preferences such as abstraction, group, physical entity, living thing, person are assigned as previously described.
Most Similar Words
Aiming at producing an SRL system with features that can be easily extracted for different languages and also to provide additional lexical information, we expanded chunks' heads with similar words. For every head word on its base form, regardless its part-of-speech, we selected the 10-most similar words from Lin's distributional thesaurus (Lin, 1998 ). Lin's thesaurus is an automatically constructed resource that maps words to similar concepts in terms of a distributional lexical similarity metric. The last column in Figure 2 exemplifies similar words retrieved for some chunks.
Features
We use the CRF learning algorithm, which consists in a framework for building probabilistic models to label sequential data (Lafferty et al., 2001) . We extracted the following features:
Head of the Base Phrase: the base phrase's head word was identified using a right-most heuristic constrained by the POS tag of the candidates. The head was taken as the right-most word within the chunk whose POS tag was consistent with the chunk type (e.g. the right-most noun in a noun phrase, the right-most verb in a verb phrase, etc.). For every base phrase, the word form, lemma and POS tag of the head were selected as features. Additionally, named entities were automatically tagged using the OpenNLP and Stanford NER 6 systems with one of the following categories: person, organization, location, date, money and percentage. Besides the actual head, the normalized head was also used: namedentities are replaced by their categories and pronouns are replaced by their most likely SP (e.g. personal pronouns are replaced by person if singular or group if plural).
Chunk or Base Phrase: the tokens and POS tags within every base phrase were collapsed into a surface and a POS span, respectively. The chunk type, its length and its distance to the target predicate were also selected as features. For the special case of a verb phrase we added as features its main verb, its auxiliary or modal verb, its preceding and following prepositions and a flag to indicate passive voice. The voice was identified using a simple heuristic consisted in checking the occurrence of the verbs to be or to get followed by a past participle form. Selectional Preferences: as described in 3.1, henceforth referred to as sp.
10-most Similar Words: as described in 3.2, henceforth referred to as 10sim
Templates
The CRF++ toolkit allows the definition of templates over the basic feature space, that is, rules that combine multiple features. Templates are expanded token-by-token, that is, for every CRF token the original feature set is used to create additional features. Templates can be based on features only, referred to as unigram templates, or on the combination of features and predicted labels, referred to as bigram templates.
Unigram templates: we created bigrams and trigrams of individual features. Figure 3 shows an example of how the normalized heads were expanded into trigrams, the three right-most columns were generated by template expansion. For every token we combined different features in pairs (e.g. chunk/lemma, chunk/POS, chunk/NE). Finally, for all the resulting features, including the original ones, we also selected their values in a window of 6 tokens centered in the current token.
Bigram templates: we select the two previously assigned semantic role labels as features of the current chunk.
Results
We experimented with different configurations of features in order to understand the impact of their contribution. The baseline model (B) contains all features apart from the selectional preferences and the 10-most similar words, the main contributions of this paper. We added the selectional preferences (B+sp) and the most similar words (B+10sim) separately, and built a final model containing all the features (B+10sim+sp), as described in Section 3.
Training was performed using the whole Proposition Bank (Palmer et al., 2005 ) (except Section 23, which is part of the test set). The Proposition Bank adds a layer of predicate-argument information, or semantic role labels, to the syntactic annotation of the Penn Treebank. The test set used was CoNLL-2005 (Carreras and Màrquez, 2005) , which has predicate-argument information for approximately 2.5K sentences from the Wall Street Journal (WSJ) (in-domain evaluation) and 450 sentences from Brown corpus (out-of-domain evaluation). Table 1 presents the overall results for the SRL taskon the in-domain test set (WSJ), and Table 2 presents the same analysis on the out-of-domain test set (Brown). They also show CoNLL 2005's baseline (Carreras and Màrquez, 2005 ) and a similar chunk-based SRL (Mitsumori et al., 2005) . The figures refer to the weighted average of the performance in correctly classifying target predicates (V), their core arguments (A0 to A5) and their modifiers. Tables 1 and 2 show that the proposed lexicalized features yielded an important gain in Table 2 : Out-of-domain SRL performance
One of the reasons for the low performance of our approach may be that we have not yet performed feature nor template engineering. report an improvement from 61.02% to 69.49% on their average F-measure based on some feature engineering. Our models could also benefit from having additional forms of syntactic information as features (e.g. flat paths between argument candidates and the target predicate). However at this stage of our research we are more concerned about measuring the benefit from adding new lexicalized features over chunk-based SRL approaches with standard features.
Zapirain et al. (2010) evaluate a fairly simple baseline trained using only word lemmas as features as well as their strategies for selectional preferences in isolation. They report an improvement on F-measure of 20% (in-domain) and 30% (out-of-domain) over that baseline. They also report improvements on accuracy of 1% (in-domain) and 2% (out-of-domain) over a robust state-of-theart SRL system 7 . However, their approach was trained using some gold-standard information, as opposed to a more realistic scenario such as ours, where automatic tools are used to produce all the information needed. Table 3 : B: In-domain semantic role classification Table 3 shows the performance of our baseline model in detail. Table 4 shows the relative difference in performance for argument classification between the model improved with the 10-most similar words and the baseline. We can see a considerable gain in recall, particularly for A0 and 7 www.surdeanu.name/mihai/swirl A1, which are generally very important arguments in a sentence. Table 4 : B+10sim: In-domain SRL performance per label -relative difference from B Table 5 shows the relative difference in performance between the model improved with selectional preferences and the baseline. Overall, selectional preferences led to better improvement than the 10-most similar words. This can be explained by the fact that selectional preferences, as defined here, are more linguistically motivated than the 10-most similar words. Moreover, similar words were extracted regardless of the context of the related head words, whereas the selectional preferences were extracted after word sense disambiguation. Table 6 shows the difference in performance between the baseline and the final model enhanced with all the additional lexical semantic information available.
Overall, the best results were achieved with the combination of both sources of additional lexical information, as they seem to complement each other. Selectional preferences contribute by clustering nouns under linguistically motivated categories. The 10-most similar words bring additional lexical evidence for every head word regardless of its POS tag. We can also see that the most significant improvements are in terms of recall, what was expected, since our classifiers leverage on the additional generalization and expansion of the head words, minimising data sparsity. 
Conclusions and Future Work
We presented an SRL system based on CRF which performs the argument identification and classification jointly in one step. We used the phraseby-phrase approach relying on shallow parsing. The focus of the research was on adding lexical information to the model, while using very simple syntactic features. We added lexicalized features extracted from two resources of very different natures: WordNet and Dekang Lin's distributional similarity thesaurus. The two features led to some improvements when used in isolation, and their combination resulted in the best performance, showing that they complement each other well, as a consequence of the fact that they bring information about words with different POS tags. Our results show that SRL systems can benefit from both linguistically motivated selectional preferences and automatically built thesauri. The additional lexical knowledge helps the machine learning process by providing better generalization over argument head words, which yields some gain in precision and specially noticeable gains in recall.
The approach can be improved in different ways. The use of CRF templates opens a large range of possibilities for feature engineering, which we plan to investigate in the future.
Our selectional preferences were motivated by VerbNet's selectional restrictions, which were then mapped into WordNet's lexicon. Alterna- Table 6 : B+10sim+sp: In-domain SRL performance per label -relative difference from B tively, one could automatically infer a large set of selectional preference candidates and select the most informative ones via corpus analysis (i.e. using co-occurrence of nouns, their hypernyms and target predicates). Selectional preferences could also be extracted from Wikipedia, or related projects such as the DBpedia, in which concepts are often tagged with structured categories. Additional shallow syntactic features could also be added to the model, such as flat syntactic paths, clause boundaries and prepositional attachment.
